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This article continues our presentation of the Brazilian Psychiatric Association guidelines for the management of patients with suicidal behavior, with a focus on screening, intervention, postvention, prevention, and promotion. For the development of these guidelines, we conducted a systematic review of the MEDLINE (via PubMed), Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Web of Science, and SciELO databases for research published from 1997 to 2020. Systematic reviews, clinical trials, and cohort/observational studies on screening, intervention, and prevention in suicidal behavior were included. This project involved 14 Brazilian psychiatry professionals and 1 psychologist selected by the Psychiatric Emergencies Committee of the Brazilian Psychiatric Association for their experience and knowledge in psychiatry and psychiatric emergencies. Publications were evaluated according to the 2011 Oxford Center for Evidence-Based Medicine (OCEBM) Levels of Evidence Classification. Eighty-five articles were reviewed (of 5,362 initially collected and 755 abstracts on the drug approach). Forms of screening, intervention, and prevention are presented. The intervention section presents evidence for psychotherapeutic and drug interventions. For the latter, it is important to remember that each medication is effective only for specific groups and should not replace treatment protocols. We maintain our recommendation for the use of universal screening plus intervention. Although the various studies differ in terms of the populations evaluated and several proposals are presented, there is already significant evidence for certain interventions. Suicidal behavior can be analyzed by evidence-based medicine protocols. Currently, the best strategy is to combine several techniques through the Safety Plan. Nevertheless, further research on the topic is needed to elucidate some approaches with particular potential for intervention and prevention.
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Introduction

In recent decades, suicide has grown considerably in incidence to become one of the leading causes of death worldwide.1,2 Approximately 800,000 suicides are completed worldwide each year, which means that every 40 seconds, a person dies by suicide.1 In 2016, Brazil had 9.7 deaths by suicide per 100,000 population, which...
generates great concern, even though this number seems small when compared to the numbers of other countries in America.\textsuperscript{1,2}

After years of research, it is already possible to identify the effectiveness of interventions and prevention based on the survey of risk factors and clinical research.\textsuperscript{3} Although the evidence is still unsatisfactory and controversies remain, some procedures with definite impact on specific patient populations have already been identified.

Within this context, the Brazilian Psychiatric Association has developed a series of guidelines for the management of patients with suicidal behavior. The first part of the guidelines, concerning risk factors, protective factors, and assessment, has been published in the Journal.\textsuperscript{3} This article now presents the second part, with an emphasis on screening, intervention, prevention, and promotion.

Method

This project involved 14 Brazilian professionals (13 psychiatrists and 1 psychologist) selected by the Psychiatric Emergencies Committee (Comissão de Emergências Psiquiátricas) of the Brazilian Psychiatric Association for their experience and knowledge in psychiatry and psychiatric emergencies. For the development of these guidelines, the MEDLINE (via PubMed), Cochrane Database of Systematic Review, Web of Science, and SciELO databases were searched for articles published from 1997 to 2020, in English or Portuguese. The search strategy used was based on questions structured according to the PICO format (“patient or population,” “intervention or exposure,” “control or comparison,” and “outcome”), as recommended by the Guidelines Project of the Brazilian Medical Association (AMB). The use of structured clinical questions aimed at facilitating the elaboration of strategies to search for evidence. The descriptors used were “suicide” AND “screening” OR “intervention” OR “prevention” OR “promotion.” Systematic reviews with meta-analysis were prioritized, and other types of research were sought only when the information was not found.

When analyzing the literature, even with a large number of clinical trials and reviews, some difficulties were found in the evaluation of results: the evaluation of suicidal behavior with several different diagnoses; the assessment and monitoring of suicidal behavior in different contexts, and with different criteria and instruments; certain studies analyzed interventions in a small number of patients. Therefore, the following criteria were implemented: 1) studies on suicidal behavior for adolescents, adults, and the elderly; and 2) objective assessment of response, either by reduction in symptoms or by an objective scale. The exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) studies with fewer than 20 participants in the sample; and 2) incomplete data and low-quality statistical analysis.

In addition, articles deemed relevant to the literature were also used in the development of this guideline. The selection process for such articles proceeded as followed: (I) selection of the relevant article abstracts; (II) reading the relevant articles in full; (III) critical analysis of the evidence; and (IV) extraction of results and classification of evidence strength. Levels of evidence and grades of recommendation were selected in accordance with the 2011 Oxford classification. (For further information, see https://www.cebm.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/CEBM-Levels-of-Evidence-2.1.pdf.)

Of 5,362 entries and 755 abstracts initially retrieved, 85 articles were ultimately reviewed. Figure 1 shows the study selection flowchart, designed according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA Statement). Table S1, available as online-only supplementary material, provides details as well as the level of evidence of the selected articles.

Screening

When an instrument or protocol is used to distinguish individuals with suicidal behavior, this is called screening. Screening for suicidality can be done independently or as part of a broader health screen. It can be done by taking notes on paper or with the aid of electronic devices, such as tablets or computers, or even with the examiner asking questions orally; and it can be applied selectively or universally (applied to everyone in the target population, e.g., all students of a school, regardless of whether they are at greater risk than healthy individuals).\textsuperscript{5}

Suicide assessment must be carried out by a physician, to identify the immediate risk for the patient and define the course of the intervention. Assessment may involve structured questionnaires; however, it must also include a more open-ended conversation with the patient, family, or friends to obtain information about the patient’s behavior, risk and protective factors, and previous history of medical and mental health care. Another useful aspect of assessment is to guide development of individualized intervention plans and monitor their progress.\textsuperscript{6}

However, as already discussed in the previous part of these guidelines, there is no single factor capable of predicting suicidal behavior. Existing instruments also demonstrate limited effectiveness; therefore, assessment must be wide-ranging\textsuperscript{7} (Level of evidence 3), with instruments used as a supplemental tool within the assessment. Considering the complexity of this assessment and that it is not possible to carry it out on a large scale, we suggest that any sign or symptom that a person indicates the desire, thought, or attempt to injure themselves or end their life be used as screening.

The general prevalence of suicidal communication (SC) prior to suicide is 44.5\% (although there is substantial publication bias).\textsuperscript{8} The prevalence of SC varies according to different studies, including with regard to their methodological quality.\textsuperscript{9} SC was related to an OR of 4.66 for suicidal behavior, with satisfactory diagnostic accuracy only when studies in adolescents were withdrawn, based on seven case-control studies.\textsuperscript{8} The evidence suggests that family members, law enforcement, and health professionals should refer any individuals who communicate suicidal intent to appropriate mental health care (Level of evidence 3).

In part 1 of these guidelines, we suggested that a thorough assessment is even more effective if it is combined with intervention strategies, as noted in previous research.\textsuperscript{4,9-11} Then, we suggested, under the name of the Safety Plan, a form of approach that unites, as in...
these works, the assessment, including risk and protection factors, already in sequence with therapeutic plan.

**Intervention**

**Follow-up**

Patients at risk of suicide, especially those who have attempted suicide, need follow-up and supervision to ensure adequate outcomes. Surveillance should begin while the patient is still in the hospital environment. Patients who leave the emergency room or hospital after a suicide attempt or who have an imminent and significant risk of suicide identified at any health facility need immediate and proactive follow-up. The frequency of contact should be determined individually and intensified when there are increases in risk factors. Strengthening the Safety Plan at regular intervals, including additional practices and, if necessary, revisions, are important factors in a supportive approach.12

A meta-analysis conducted by Malone et al.13 analyzed the effects of care provided by a community mental health team (CMHT) to people with severe mental illness. Data were collected with the assistance of a nonstandardized team. Although hospitalization rates were significantly lower in the CMHT group, contact with primary care, hospitalization in emergency units for trauma care, and contact with social services was not significantly different between the compared groups. Although fewer deaths occurred in the CMHT group, management by the CMHT was not associated with significant changes in deaths by suicide or deaths in suspicious circumstances. 13

In addition, in another meta-analysis, intensive case management (ICM), a community help service that aims to provide long-term care to patients with severe mental disorders, has been shown to make little or no difference in reducing death by suicide. The results of this study did not provide scientific evidence that additional psychosocial interventions after personal injuries have a marked effect on reducing the risk of suicide.14,15

In one before-and-after study, a general practitioner (GP)-based intervention was observed. Indicators of a treatment effect for GP training on suicide mortality rates were not evident. This evidence was also not found in

**Figure 1 PRISMA flowchart for the study selection process.**
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most of the other results studied. These data suggest that training alone is not enough for generalists to manage cases of suicidal behavior, and that presence of a specialist is always recommended.

In addition, there is no significant efficacy of brief contact interventions for recurrent self-inflicted injuries, suicide, or attempted suicide, nor is there a relevant impact on the occurrence of self-inflicted injuries or recurrent suicide attempts per person (only three studies served as the basis). The number of people who attempted suicide again and the number of suicide deaths during the following year were not reduced by telephone contact.

As previously discussed, screening, evaluation, and intervention are more effective if done together through universal screening plus intervention or a Safety Plan (Level of evidence 3). Follow-up must necessarily be included. Box 1 provides recommendations for follow-up according to the modified Safety Plan as suggested by author Boudreaux et al.

Surveillance should be intensified (attempting home care) or the individual should be referred immediately to the emergency department (ED) or hospital in the case of the following:

- Various risk factors associated with a lack of family support;
- Various risk factors associated with a lack of access to outpatient health services;
- Recent and frequent suicide attempts;
- Verbalization of a suicide plan;
- Suicidal behavior associated with reward-based illness (such as substance abuse), psychotic breakdown, manic state, or worsening depression despite treatment;
- Change in the status of the observation or the intervention scenario (for example, discharge from the hospital environment);
- Gradual worsening or no improvement, despite treatment.

The patient should always be taken to the ED facility or hospital by ambulance and approached by trained staff, such as emergency medical technicians or paramedics.

In the emergency department (ED) or hospital

The patient cannot be left alone. Bathrooms should not have doors that can be locked. A multidisciplinary approach should be available, especially daily meetings with a psychiatrist and psychotherapeutic intervention by a psychologist or psychiatrist. The environment must be free of any object or substance that patients may use to attempt to take their own life. Great care must be taken on upper floors (windows and exits must be protected), and cleaning products must not be easily accessible to the patient. The possibility of discharge should be considered only when the patient has improved, and access to follow-up in the community and the possibility that a family member or trusted companion can continue supervision should be considered.

Managing intoxicated and suicidal patients

In cases highly suggestive of attempted suicide through intoxication by alcohol or other drugs, as demonstrated by the clinical presentation or objective data (breath or laboratory tests, for example), the patient must remain in a safe environment until there is certainty that intoxication has ceased. Later, a reassessment of the risk of suicide must be performed.

In addition, a brief therapeutic intervention can be offered once the intoxication has worn off. In fact, the moment when an individual presents to the service due to suicidal behavior, regardless of whether the moment is of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time point</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>Explain the program and establish rapport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obtain the history (psychiatric and suicidal behavior)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess status (suicide risk, psychiatric, caregivers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If necessary, develop/ review the Safety Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work on building values and starting a life based on values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>Assess status (suicide risk, raise psych symptoms, and identify treatment providers and adherence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If necessary, review the Safety Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continue discussion of a life based on values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Help to develop a “Life Plan” to monitor and reduce or eliminate the potential risk factors identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emphasize the importance of collaborative monitoring and problem solving with significant others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>Explain the program and establish a relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raise other concerns regarding the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perform brief psychoeducation in relation to suicide and risk factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Present the life/ Safety Plan to others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks 4, 10, 22, 34 and 48</td>
<td>Assess the risk of suicide and the presence of psychiatric symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Review the Safety Plan and treatment adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discuss/informally problem solve identified issues/risk factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks 8, 20 and 32</td>
<td>Review other significant patient concerns and perceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Review the Safety Plan and treatment adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discuss/informally problem-solve identified issues/risk factors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Modified from Boudreaux et al.
short duration, can represent an opportunity for reflection and learning, during which the individual may be more susceptible to having a discussion about the Safety Plan and other specific interventions. A Safety Plan should include the elimination of access to firearms as well as access to other means of suicide, including the restriction of access to sharp objects, hoses, ropes, or wires, and assurances of the safe storage or distribution of medicines as a high priority.12

It is also necessary to ensure that suicide risk management is integrated with treatment for substance-use disorders and any other comorbidities, including communication with the patient’s primary health care provider.12 When dealing with intoxicated patients, physicians should be aware that suicidal ideation or other behaviors do not typically result from acute substance use, and should consider such individuals as being at high risk of suicide. Accordingly, detoxification alone is insufficient in the presence of suicidal behaviors.12

**Adolescents**

The Saving and Empowering Young Lives in Europe (SEYLE) study is a multicenter, cluster-randomized controlled trial which compared interventions for suicidal behavior in 11,110 adolescent pupils (median age 15 years, IQR 14-15) recruited from 168 schools across 10 European Union countries.19 In a 3-month follow-up of adolescents with suicidal behavior, there was no significant difference between individuals who received the intervention and those who did not. At 12-month follow-up, the Conscious Mental Health for Young People (YAM) program achieved a greater reduction in suicidal ideation and suicide attempts compared to the control group19 (Level of evidence 2).

YAM is a universal intervention manual with a focus on students that includes 3 hours of interactive workshops associated with roleplaying and take-home material, consisting of six educational posters that are displayed in each educational environment (classrooms) as well as a 1-hour lecture on mental health, divided into two interactive lectures, shown before and after the intervention.19 YAM aimed to increase understanding about mental health and protective/risk factors related to suicide and depression and anxiety and to implement actions that improve the ability of individuals to deal with adverse life events, suicidal behavior, and stress in general.19

**Psychotherapy**

Suggested psychotherapies for suicidal behavior management and their level of evidence are presented in Table 1.

First, it is important to note that some negative results of psychosocial and psychotherapy interviews are possible. For example, the completion of a meta-analysis does

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Level of evidence</th>
<th>Warning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychotherapy20</td>
<td>Patients with bipolar disorder, patients with depression, patients with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief psychodynamic interpersonal psychotherapy</td>
<td>Borderline personality disorder12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive-behavioral therapy</td>
<td>- Adolescents21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Face-to-face only. e-health was not found to be efficacious for reducing suicidal ideation and behavior in adults.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Suicidal ideation and behavior in adults22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Suicidal behavior in depression23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct psychosocial and behavioral interventions (interventions that address suicidal behavior during treatment)</td>
<td>Suicide attempts24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Indirect interventions did not reach statistical significance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialectical behavior therapy</td>
<td>- Suicide attempts and self-harm in adolescents21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Borderline personality disorder25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal therapy</td>
<td>- Nonpsychotic major depression26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>SSRIs are superior to interpersonal therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Depressed adolescents27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentalization-based therapy</td>
<td>- Suicide attempts and self-harm in adolescents21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Borderline personality disorder12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychodynamic approaches</td>
<td>Borderline personality disorder25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSRI = selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor.
not provide scientific evidence that offering more psychoeducational strategies after self-injurious behaviors has a significant effect on the risk of subsequent suicide. Therefore, one cannot start from the assumption that psychotherapeutic techniques alone will be effective for all patients with suicidal behavior.

Focal psychotherapies have become truly relevant in terms of yielding positive results in mental disorders. In most evidence-based psychotherapeutic techniques to prevent suicide, there is a commitment to intervening on behavioral distortions and dysfunctional cognitions and emotions through a systematic procedure focused on specific goals. Techniques aimed at cognitive-behavioral models form the basis of most studies that have provide evidence of a reduced risk of suicide.

Calati & Courtet evaluated patients who received psychotherapy for suicidal behavior due to schizophrenia and mood disorders. The authors noted that psychotherapy patients during follow-up were less likely to attempt suicide, resulting in an estimated number-needed-to-treat of 15.

Meerwijk et al. compared indirect interventions aimed at symptoms associated only with suicide (e.g., quality of life, anxiety, despair and depression) with interventions focused on suicidal behavior, including suicidal ideation, during treatment (direct interventions). In comparisons between direct and indirect interventions, the results after treatment did not reach statistical significance, and demonstrated a large effect size (Cohen’s $d = 0.97$). The difference was not significant on long-term follow-up, but still had a representative effect size (Cohen’s $d = 0.47$). The clinical relevance of direct interventions was emphasized by this effect size.

Cuijpers et al., in a meta-analysis that included 13 studies with 616 patients, analyzed the effect of psychotherapeutic interventions for depression on hopelessness, depression, and the risk of suicide. The results of three studies of psychotherapeutic interventions in depression associated with suicide risk and suicidal ideation were also included. The meta-analysis found no statistically significant effects of psychotherapy on suicidal ideation, and suicide risk was small ($g = 0.12$; 95%CI 0.20-0.44). Their results must be interpreted with caution, considering that cognition (such as attention bias) is a possible therapeutic target in patients with suicidal ideation. However, the suicidal phenotype is very heterogeneous, as are different cognitive functioning and personality traits. The inclusion of subjects with low levels of suicide risk may be another reason for the nonsignificant results of these studies. Future studies capable of differentiating homogeneous categories according to predictors of response to psychotherapy are necessary.

**Pharmacotherapy**

Pharmacological interventions for suicidal behavior and their level of evidence are presented in Table 2. Details are discussed below.

### Antidepressants

As discussed in part 1 of these guidelines, the risk of suicide may be increased by the use of antidepressants in the initial phase of treatment. However, this information needs to be analyzed carefully. First, there is an increased risk for untreated patients who have severe depressive symptoms. On the other hand, this event occurs in a small number of patients. Although some studies indicate a risk of suicide in certain groups, others demonstrate protection with such approaches. In the initial days of treatment, this risk is greater, making it small and liable to be minimized with educational interventions, supervision, and psychotherapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medication</th>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Level of evidence</th>
<th>Warning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants</td>
<td>Adults with depression</td>
<td>26,30,31</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venlafaxine</td>
<td>Adults and geriatric patients with depression</td>
<td>30,31</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotics</td>
<td>Depression with psychotic symptoms</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clozapine</td>
<td>Schizophrenia and schizophrenia-like psychoses</td>
<td>33,34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olanzapine</td>
<td>Schizophrenia, schizoaffective, or schizophreniform disorder</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risperidone</td>
<td>Schizophrenia, schizoaffective, or schizophreniform disorder</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetiapine</td>
<td>Bipolar depression</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketamine</td>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>35,36</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Major depressive disorder</td>
<td>37-40</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mood and anxiety spectrum disorders</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Major depressive disorder</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSRI = selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor.
In a meta-analysis, fluoxetine and venlafaxine reduced long-term suicidal behaviors in geriatric and adult patients. The severity of the depressive condition, in any age group, decreased with the use of medication. Therefore, evidence for an increased risk of suicide in young patients who received the medication was inconclusive.4,30

Evidence supporting a causal relationship between suicide in children and the use of antidepressants was weak in another study. The introduction of sources of variability with potential significance and the use of sensitivity verification in assessments of the consequences of the model's fundamentals, as well as their impact on relevant regulatory decisions, were made possible by the use of Bayesian hierarchical models.47 On the other hand, the Canadian Network for Mood and Anxiety Treatments (CANMAT) 2016 report noted that observational studies with different antidepressants have not found changes in the risk of suicide.31 Suicide attempts and suicide risk almost doubled with exposure to selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors among adolescents in these observational studies (odds ratio = 1.92). Bearing in mind that the possibility that only the most severely ill adolescents received the prescribed antidepressants cannot be ruled out, this observational sample may have a high risk of suicidal acts. Nevertheless, caution is required when prescribing to this age group.4,31

What we propose then is that treatment is a way to reduce the risk of suicide attempts and completed suicides; however, in the case of antidepressants, close surveillance is needed in the first 30 days, especially in youths.

Lithium

The greater efficiency of lithium over placebo in decreasing the number of suicides and deaths from any cause was demonstrated in a study by Cipriami. For prevention of self-harm (parasuicidal acts), lithium was not superior to placebo. Nevertheless, lithium has been linked to a reduction in the risk of suicide and to a lower number of deaths when compared to placebo in the treatment of unipolar depression.48

A meta-analysis by Baldessarini et al.42 of 18 months of treatment with lithium in bipolar patients found that the risks of completed suicide and suicide attempts were significantly lowered, by approximately 80%. Blood lithium concentrations in long-term treatment generally ranged between 0.50 and 0.60 and 0.80-1.00 mEq/L. Some patients required higher concentrations, while for others, lower concentrations were especially well tolerated.49

It is important to note that there are also negative results regarding lithium. One author noted that the World Health Organization (WHO) Brief Intervention and Contact (BIC) was associated with significantly lower odds of suicide. On the other hand, six RCTs of lithium yielded nonsignificant findings.37 Although these are important data, the author did not comment on the differences in response to the technique and lithium when referring to different diagnoses.

Ketamine

Ketamine appeared to rapidly reduce suicidal ideation. Effect sizes were moderate to large at any time after a single dose (Cohen’s d = 0.51-0.85). Compared to placebo or midazolam, ketamine significantly decreased suicidality scores on the Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D), and Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology-Self Report (QIDS-SR) scales, even after adjustment for changes in the severity of depressive symptoms.50 Bartoli et al. reported that a single dose of ketamine in patients with mood disorders may decrease suicidal ideation; however, their analysis was restricted to single-arm studies.36

Although the effectiveness of ketamine in suicidal behavior (especially suicidal ideation) is based on some evidence, in patients with depression (unipolar or bipolar), these data are still preliminary and come from studies with a small number of patients. In addition, ketamine is still an off-label and experimental treatment.31,51 Another problem is that there is no evidence of sustained improvement with ketamine treatment; that is, it is not known for how long the response will be present. Therefore, we do not recommend the routine use of ketamine in clinical practice.

Clozapine and other antipsychotics

Clozapine has been studied for suicidal behavior in schizophrenia patients. In comparison to an olanzapine group, the clozapine group required fewer hospitalizations to avoid suicide attempts33 and schizophrenia, schizoaffective, and schizophreniform disorder symptoms were decreased when treated with clozapine compared to other agents.33,34

Other antipsychotics have weak indications for depression with psychotic symptoms, such as aripiprazole32; olanzapine and risperidone for schizophrenia, schizoaffective, or schizophreniform disorder32; and quetiapine plus lithium for bipolar depression.32

As the evidence is still contradictory, it is important to emphasize that the focus should always be on achieving remission of the symptoms of the underlying disorder, especially in those where suicidal behavior arises during an episode of exacerbation.

Drug treatment focused on protocols for mental illness should be one of the priorities in monitoring a patient with suicidal behavior. Preventive strategies are important, but they should not override the underlying disease. Therefore, it is always recommended that protocols specific for each diagnosis be used, especially for mood disorders.32

Rapid tranquilization, sedation, and antianxiety agents

Studies that assess the safety and effectiveness of sedative medications, rapid tranquilization, and even the use of anxiolytics in suicidal behavior are lacking. Therefore, each case must be evaluated separately.

Although there are no studies that indicate the practice, rapid reassurance in a hospital environment or in the emergency room should be considered for patient protection in cases of suicidal behavior associated with agitation or high risk of suicide (only in the first hours of admission). For this, previous protocols for psychomotor agitation should be used as a reference.53,54
As anxiety is a factor associated with suicide that can be modified, treatment may have the potential to decrease this risk. Although symptoms can be mitigated by treatment with benzodiazepines in the short term, research on the risk of suicide with antianxiety treatment is quite limited. No distinction in frequency of suicidal behavior was observed between individuals who received active agents and those who received placebo; such a measure should be considered in the case of exacerbated anxiety symptoms and insomnia.65 However, care should be taken when these medications are prescribed for outpatient use, as they can be used in suicide attempts.

Neuromodulation

Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is effective for severely depressed patients56-58 (Level of evidence 1). It is also recommended for bipolar disorder51,59 schizophrenia,59,60 pregnant women51,62 (for depression and suicide risk; for bipolar and psychotic disorders), elderly individuals with depression,51 and Parkinson’s disease with depression.61 Compared with psychopharmacotherapy, ECT exerted superior anti-suicidal effects in patients with unipolar depression55 (Level of evidence 3). Although data about the superior anti-suicidal effects of ECT in the treatment of patients with another diagnosis are lacking, ECT is an effective treatment and an option, either because of its direct effect on suicidal behavior or because of its indirect effect on the symptoms of the disease.51,56,59-62,64-68 (Level of evidence 3).

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is inferior to ECT for depression without or with suicidal behavior; however, it has potential and some efficacy69 (Level of evidence 3). Except for evidence for the treatment of depressive symptoms,58 there are no specific data for treatment of suicidal behavior by transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), magnetic seizure therapy (MST), vagus nerve stimulation (VNS), or deep brain stimulation (DBS).

Postvention

A postvention is an intervention conducted after a suicide, or how clinicians manage the postsuicide aftermath. It is known to strengthen suicide prevention, destigmatize the tragedy, operationalize the confusing aftermath, and promote caregiver recovery.70 However, studies regarding its efficacy are minimal. Regarding the effectiveness of postventions, there is little evidence, since there are many differences in terms, models, levels, and focus. Therefore, in Box 2 we present some suggestions without presenting a level of evidence.

Regarding models, there are reports on school intervention71 and two intensive grief psychotherapy programs,72,73 including complicated mourning.73 The school intervention71 and an online support forum74 were associated with improvement in mental health complaints. In another study, a reduction in suicide through community intervention and through an intensive grief therapy program was reported.73

Intensive support can be provided to mourners experiencing high levels of grief or symptoms that suggest decompensated mental illness. Cha et al.71 distinguished educational support for everyone in mourning and a psychotherapeutic approach reserved for those with more intense symptoms related to grief.

Visser et al.75 differentiated the proposal to provide early support to all individuals bereaved by suicide versus referral for treatment as needed. On the other hand, Supiano et al.72 and Zisook et al.73 offered intensive mourning therapy to individuals with higher levels of symptoms.

Other data, however qualitative, report the use of online discussion forums76 and a community program77 warning of the importance of recognizing suffering, sharing experiences, and providing and receiving peer support. In addition, the favorable effects observed during a residential treatment may be related to the support and individual receives during their residential stay.77

Regarding the focus, some guidelines described their theoretical model of postintervention,78-80 giving importance to the notion of the continuity of survival (i.e., the care needs of bereaved individuals may differ depending on the intensity of the symptoms caused by the suicide). The U.S. national postvention guidelines78 were based on the disposition used by the U.S. National Suicide Prevention Strategy,81 comprising broad strategies. The UK Support after Suicide guidelines79 also point to the public health model developed by the UK national suicide prevention strategy. It outlines some types of assistance that are available to all those bereaved by suicide, those who need social support, those who are very affected, and those who need specific psychotherapy. The Postvention Australia Guidelines80 adopted a similar four-tier service delivery model. It is known that the number of individuals experiencing bereavement is greatest at the lowest level (i.e., those who will need general interventions) and smallest at the higher level (those who will need specialized interventions).

Prevention and promotion

As studies on this topic are few and difficult to compare, it is not yet possible to establish levels of evidence for this item. Therefore, Box 3 lists only suggestions from our expert panelists.

Pompili et al. observed that suicide communication (SC) was related to an odds ratio for suicide of 4.66 (95% CI 3.00-7.25), with satisfactory diagnostic accuracy only if groups of adolescents were removed from the sample.8 The available data suggest that SC occurs privately in half of suicide cases; however, it is possible that these data...
are underestimated, given the different ways of defining and detecting SC. Currently, SC appears to be insufficiently accurate in relation to subsequent suicide, although more research on the subject is needed.

Therefore, the absence and presence of verbalization of suicidal planning cannot be used as the only factor to predict a suicide event. It is necessary to rely on multiple risk and protection factors, on the patient’s complete symptoms, previous history, and follow-up.

Some places become known as “hot spots” for suicide by jumping. Structural interventions (for example, barriers and safety nets) have been implemented in some of these locations. However, studies that have examined the effectiveness of these interventions have provided insufficient data. Even so, structural interventions at “critical points” seem to prevent suicide in those places. An increase in suicide was observed in nearby spots; however, there was a net total reduction in the number of jumping suicides.82

In an analysis of 18 studies, interventions that restricted access were associated with a reduction in the number of suicides, as were interventions that encouraged help-seeking.83 On the other hand, brief contact interventions (telephone contacts; emergency or crisis cards; postcard or letter contacts) did not have any significant effect on repeated self-mutilation, suicide attempts, or suicide. Therefore, they cannot yet be recommended for a wide clinical application. We recommend a more thorough assessment of their possible benefits in well-designed studies in clinical populations.17

The WHO BIC was evaluated in low- and middle-income countries as part of the Multisite Intervention Study on Suicidal Behaviors. The approach included an educational session on suicide prevention succeeded by regular contact with a trained professional (by phone or in person) for up to 18 months. There is no evidence that other complex psychosocial interventions reduced the risk of suicide.37

Universal screening plus intervention can be used for suicide prevention. Although its choice depends on the value placed on the outcome by decision makers, the results suggest that implementing such prevention can lead to significant cost savings. Active contact- and follow-up-type interventions were effective in preventing repeat suicide within 12 months. However, the effect at 24 months was not confirmed.84

Public health initiatives targeting suicide prevention require the assessment and management of substance misuse and therapeutic approaches associated with the assessment of suicidality.85 Suicidal ideation (SI) and suicide attempt (SA) were reported by 9.9 and 5.4% of the sample, respectively. The prevalence of SI and SA was 20.8 and 12.4%, respectively, among individuals with alcohol use disorders (AUDs); 31.5 and 16.5%, respectively, among cannabis users; and 40.0 and 20.8%, respectively, among cocaine users.85

Last, despite the great growth of several technological resources, it has been suggested that digital interventions for the self-management of suicidal ideation or self-harm have negative or inconclusive results.86

### Conclusion

In the second part of this guideline, we discussed the importance of screening, intervention, postvention, and prevention/promotion interventions in tackling suicidal behavior. Particular focus is given to universal screening plus intervention. Although further studies are still needed, there is already enough evidence to support some technical approaches for intervention, planning, and incorporation into public health policies.
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Corrigendum

http://dx.doi.org/10.1590/1516-4446-2020-0025

We regret to inform that an editing error passed unnoticed in the article titled “Brazilian Psychiatric Association guidelines for the management of suicidal behavior. Part 2. Screening, intervention, and prevention” (http://dx.doi.org/10.1590/1516-4446-2020-1108), by Leonardo Baldaçara et al., published in the Brazilian Journal of Psychiatry in December 2020 in ahead of print mode. The error appears in Box 2, second column, in the form of question marks within square brackets that should have been removed. Also, we changed “mental health symptoms” to “mental disorder symptoms.” Below we reproduce the revised, correct version of Box 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Warning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychotherapy</td>
<td>More intense grief experience or mental disorder symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School intervention</td>
<td>Referral for treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online support forum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential treatment program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>